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Abstract. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) advocates the generation
of software applications from models, which are views on certain aspects of the software. In order to minimize the delta between these
views we propose a highly dynamic Round-Trip Engineering (RTE) technique where the elements of the various views are one and the same. We
combine Extended Entity-Relationship diagrams with an object-oriented
prototype-based language in a two-phased technique that allows for the
rapid prototyping of the modeled applications. Run-time objects are included in the RTE process resulting in advanced constraint enforcement.
Moreover support is provided for straightforward role modeling.

1

Introduction

In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) software applications are generated from
models, which are views on certain aspects of the software. The goal of this
research is to minimize the “distance” (the delta) between different views. We
consider the following three views:
– A domain analysis view represented by a data modeling diagram
– Implementation objects, related to object-oriented programs at code-time
– Population objects, derived from implementation objects, containing actual
data for running the application
During Round-Trip Engineering (RTE) these views need to be synchronized continuously [1],[5],[10]. We want to provide a highly dynamic approach to RTE,
where the elements of the data modeling view and the corresponding implementation objects are one and the same. This contrasts with other approaches, which
usually employ a synchronization strategy based on transformation [10],[24] (see
Section 4). Moreover we want to include population objects in the RTE process.
An interesting academic case study in this context is role modeling [19]. In
this case the distance between the data modeling view and a corresponding
implementation is significant: from a modeling perspective roles are subtypes of
the persons performing them but in the code a person object performing a role
is more specialized than the role object itself [15], [9].

2

Our Approach

We propose a two-phased approach that continuously synchronizes between a
data modeling view and a view on an object-oriented implementation [14], [15],
[16]. For the data modeling view we selected the Extended Entity-Relationship diagramming technique [3] while the object-oriented implementation is developed
in the prototype-based language Self [20].
EER Modeling EER diagrams consist of the typical data modeling elements,
similar to Class Diagrams in the Unified Modeling Language (UML): entities
(classes in the UML), attributes and operations1 in entities, and association and
inheritance relations between entities. The associations can be 1-to-1, 1-to-many,
and many-to-many. The EER notation we use combines existing approaches [3],
[6] but is merely a consequence of our choice of development platform.
There is an almost religious discussion between the (E)ER and the UML
communities as to which approach is better. Typical claims are that (E)ER
modeling is more formally funded but that the UML is more open [17]. In our
work, however, the use of EER does not exclude the transfer of our conceptual
results to an UML-based context. We describe Round-Trip Engineering on the
data modeling level in terms of entities, attributes and operations, and association and inheritance relations. These EER modeling elements have equivalent
modeling elements in Class Diagrams of the UML.
Self The object-oriented implementation language we employ is the prototypebased language Self. Prototype-based languages can be considered object-oriented
languages without classes. As such, a prototype is used for sharing state between
objects and new objects can be created by cloning a prototype. Self introduces
another concept, traits, which share behavior among objects and let objects inherit from them, similar to classes. For more details on the language we refer to
[23].
Part of the motivation to select Self is based on its reflective and dynamic
character that is crucial in Round-Trip Engineering. Class-based languages such
as Java and C++ that apply static typing and have few or no reflection facilities
do not allow for synchronization at the level of the run-time population objects.
Moreover they do not support role modeling in a straightforward manner [9].
The fact that in Self parents are shared and can be modified dynamically caused
us to prefer Self to a dynamically-typed class-based language such as Smalltalk.
Role modeling can be simulated in Smalltalk but not as natural as in Self [15].
2.1

A Two-Phased Approach

Our approach constitutes two typically but not necessarily subsequently executed phases, which we present in detail in [14]. In the first active modeling
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We extended the standard EER diagram with operation slots in addition to attribute
slots.

phase a user draws an EER diagram while corresponding Self implementation
objects — prototypes and traits — are automatically created. In reality, the Self
objects are the modeled entities: drawing a new EER entity automatically results
in a graphical EER entity view being created on a new Self object. Hence, we
support incremental and continuous synchronization per entity and per object:
changes to an EER entity are in fact changes to a view on one object and thus
automatically propagated to the object via Self’s reflection mechanism. Similarly, changes to an object are automatically propagated to the corresponding
EER entity.
The second phase of our approach is an interactive prototyping process2 . This
phase allows a user to interactively create and initialize ready-to-use population
objects from each implementation object created in the previous phase.

3

Tool Support and Validation

SelfSync is a tool that implements the two-phased approach described in Section
2.1. First, we extended Self with a drawing editor for EER diagrams. Next, we
added a new EER “view” on Self objects with the help of the Morphic framework
and realized a bidirectional active link between EER views and implementation
objects. As explained in Section 3.1, SelfSync supports (1) enforcing constraints
on population objects steered from the data model, (2) advanced method synchronization between data model and implementation, (3) changing populations
of objects steered from the data model and (4) a natural synchronization between
modeling and implementing during role modeling.
3.1

Validation

Constraint Enforcement After the interactive prototyping phase we ensure that
the multiplicity constraints imposed by a one-to-one or one-to-many relationship between two entities are satisfied at all times. When two entities are in a
relationship in which the first one has a single reference (one or zero) to the
second one, the uniqueness of this reference is enforced in the population objects
in two ways. We first ensure that all population objects that have been derived
from the first entity refer to at most one population object that has been derived
from the second entity. Secondly, we also ensure that only one population object
derived from the second entity refers to population objects derived from the first
entity. If two entities are in a one-to-one relationship, this is enforced in the two
directions.
Dependencies between entities and weak entities in an EER diagram result
in another kind of enforcement of population objects derived from these entities.
In this case we ensure that when a population object is deleted, all population
objects that refer to it and have been derived from a weak entity that depends
2

Note that a prototype is a special object in prototype-based languages for supporting
data sharing of several objects whereas prototyping is the activity of instantiating
and initializing a program into a ready-to-use, running system.

on the entity from which the deleted population object is derived, are deleted
also. Note that for the enforcement to be actually performed, the population
objects that are candidates for deletion are not allowed to be referenced by any
other population object.
Method Synchronization The EER diagram used in SelfSync is extended with operations. These operations are linked to the method bodies of the corresponding
methods in the implementation objects. First, the method bodies can be edited in
the EER diagram, which is automatically synchronized with the actual method
bodies in the implementation objects, and vice versa. Second, we also support
the possibility to “inject” behavior before or after one or more selected operations in the EER diagram. This is a simple visual version of Aspect-Oriented
Programming [13], where the join points are selected in a diagram instead of
described by a pointcut. This new piece of code is again automatically added at
the beginning or end of the method bodies of all selected operations in the EER
diagram. These code injections maintain their identity: at any point in time the
layers of different code injections of an operation can be consulted. Each of these
injections can be removed locally or in all operations where this specific injection
was added.
Object Generations Changing a method in an implementation object, more
specifically in the traits has repercussions on all population objects that have
been derived from it. Since we allow changing method bodies by manipulating
the corresponding operations in the EER diagram, SelfSync supports behavioral
evolution of entire existing generations of population objects, steered from the
EER diagram.
The Role Modeling Concept SelfSync was successfully extended with a role modeling concept to represent the fact that one entity can dynamically adapt the
behavior of another entity. To tackle the paradox of roles being both sub- and
supertypes [19] we introduced the concept of warped hierarchies [15]. Modeling
roles by means of our extension to the EER diagram results in corresponding implementation objects being automatically created with the structure of warped
hierarchies. In the corresponding population objects, an arbitrary number of
roles can be added or removed dynamically thanks to multiple inheritance and
dynamic parent modification. The technique is based on meta-programming and
Self’s state inheritance mechanism called copy-down [23].

4

Existing Approaches

Round-Trip Engineering The state-of-the-art in RTE includes application such
as Rational XDE [22], Borland Together [24], and FUJABA [21]. One of the
leaders in this domain is Borland’s Together. In this commercial tool set the
synchronization mechanism between UML Class Diagrams and implementation
is realized by the LiveSource technology. More specifically, the implementation

model (i.e. the source code) is parsed and rendered as two views: a UML Class
Diagram and in a formatted textual form. LiveSource is in fact a code parsing
engine. The user can manipulate either view and even the implementation model.
However, all user actions are translated directly to the implementation model
and then translated back to both views. Population objects are not included
in the RTE process. There is no real support for constraint enforcement or for
manipulating operations in the Class Diagram. Role modeling as described above
is rather hard in a Class Diagram [9], [19]. Other related work in RTE, is mostly
concerned with characterizing RTE rather than providing concrete tool support
[1].
Role Modeling We summarize the four approaches that are most relevant to our
approach described in [15]. For more approaches we refer to [19]. The category
concept [7] is defined as the subset of the union of a number of roles (types). As
in our approach the Entity-Relationship diagram was extended: relationships are
not defined on entity types, but on categories. In [2] roles are considered temporal
specializations: statically, a manager is a specialization of a person. However,
when a particular person object becomes a manager, its type is changed from
person to the subtype employee thereby inheriting all aspects of its new role.
In this way reversed specializations, similar to warped hierarchies, are realized
temporarily. [18] also separate between static and dynamic type hierarchies: state
sharing, behaviour sharing, as in Self, and subset hierarchies are combined into
a new specialization modeling concept. In [12] delegation is used to implement
dynamic roles that “import” state and behavior from their parent objects.
The role modeling concepts in the approaches described above provide suitable alternatives but were – to the best of our knowledge – never integrated
in an object-oriented RTE modeling environment that supports automatic synchronization between the modeled roles and a corresponding implementation.
EER and Object-Orientation Since the late eighties, it has been encouraged to
combine (E)ER models and object-orientation (OO) [4]. Various approaches and
techniques exist for translating EER into object-orientation [8],[11]. Such mappings can be used in the domain of object-relational (O/R) mappers [25]. These
tools generate an object implementation from a data model such as (E)ER, and
possibly support synchronization of both models. Some of them generate code to
enforce constraints on relationships and dependencies between implementation
objects, based on the data model. However, these applications do not consider
behavior (operations) at the level of the data model.
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